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This issue contains texts of principal survey papers presented at ORDAL ‘96, held 
at the University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada from 5 August until 9 August, 1996. 
Its theme “order and decision-making” featured optimization, enumeration, scheduling, 
upward drawing, linear extensions, order-preserving maps, structure theory and lattice 
theory. 
ORDAL ‘96 continues a modern tradition that began with the Symposium on Ordered 
Sets (1981 ) held at Banff, Canada, which proclaimed the vitality of ordered sets. In 
1984, Graphs and Orders, also held at Ranff, Canada, documented the role of graphs 
in the theory of ordered sets and its applications. In 1987, Algorithms and Order held 
in Ottawa, Canada, pursued two modem themes of computer science: data structures 
and optimization. ORDAL ‘96 picked up, too, on a biannual tradition of conferences 
began in Lyon with ORDAL ‘94, and continued thereafter. 
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